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ampus Capers Start Tonight
Mcival To Play At Heap Will Address
Tear's Last Chapel
iy Hop Saturday
By ]ean McKinnon

become the scene of a gay, brightlyGvm
.Jluinn1
j'nutch gathering this Saturday night at the annual Ivy

Ann Cheseboro Will Be

* g-30 till 12. As a climax to three days of vigorous cam-

New Gym Instructor

^j weeks of planning, next year's mayor of the campus

The entire dance is "under the direction of general chairman Dana
Jones while other juniors planning
the events are: Edith Pennucci and
Jane Kendall, refreshments; Elisabeth Dagdigian, chaperones; James
O'Connell, tickets and programs;
and Wilfred Barbeau. publicity.
Tickets are three dollars per
couple and may be obtained from
the following dormitory representatives: Robert Hayes, John BertramErnest
DiMaria,
Smith
South; James O'Connell, Smith
Middle: Joseph Cianciulli, Smith
North; Jean Harris, East Parker;
and Ralph Perry, West Parker.

^jf Quintet Singt
be supplied by Bob
«*. basil, known to Bates
r, ;::.:.iing the
Carnival
«j!ioc Ba"". while Merrill
fcad his "Little Dutch Boys"
i fimie additional entertainluring the intermission. The
hu quintet will consist
of
las, Anthony Orlandella, Ralph
& Dana Williams, and John

Walker Heap, president of the.
senior class, will deliver the main
address at last chapel for the
seniors to be held next Wednesday
during the regular chapel period.
Class marshal Hugh Penney wHI
give the invocation and benediction.

The election of ten seniors to Phi .outstanding Bates men in the class"
Beta Kappa, national scholastic so- of 1950. They are: Arthur Blanchciety,
together
with
academic ard, Stephen Gilbert, Walker Heap,
honors to other seniors, was an- David Merrill. Norman Parent,
nounced this morning during the William Perham, Charles Radcliffe,
regular Honors Day program held Horace Record, and Wendali Wray.
in the chapel. Dean Rowe was chair- Seven Get Bates Key
Seven senior women have been
man for the morning assembly.
elected
to the Bates Key. organizaPhi Beta Kappa
tion for outstanding women alumni.
(lie will receive their reDr. Sawyer of the Gamma Chaplents ot Holland punch ter of Phi Beta Kappa announced Miss Eaton, President of the Bates
■e and cookies in true Dutch the following new members of the Key, read the following names:
fck is the serving stands will be society: David Turkeltaub, Chester Avon Cheel, Frances Curry, Athena
Giftos, Thelma Hardy, Joan Hutpit Dutch-door style.
Leone, Robert Post, Hulbert Beyer,
ton, Nancy Norton-Taylor, and
|Oaperones ior the affair include: Robert Hobbs, Wendell" Wray, ArSylvia Stuber.
at and Mr-. Phillips, Dean nold Alperstein, Muriel Mansfield,
One senior and four juniors werl
Pieroway,
and
Laura
Mrs. Row*. Mr. and Mrs. Jeanne
elected to Delta Sigma Rho, naElected
during
their
Wman. and Dr. and Mrs. Dono- Toomey.
tional honorary forensic society, for
junior year were Raymond Driscoll,
debating achievement, Prof. QuimSylvia Stuber, and Alida Wilson.
(Continued on page four)
Magna Cum Laude
Six members of the class of 1950
will graduate magna cum laude,
eight with cum laude honors. Dr.
ftfasday. May 17
D'Alfonso of the faculty Honors
Rmlty campaign.
Committee announced the following
|*aHM Main,, 3:30 p.m.
departmental honors: David Tur»ith Maine at home, 1:30 keltaub, magna cum laude in bioloProctors in the men's dormitories
gy: Harriet Stowell, magna cum
shman baseball with Portland laude in classics: Raymond Dris- for 1950-51 were announced recentI Junior College, it home, 3:30 coll, magna cum laude m econo- ly by Mr. Sampson, administrative
Ma
•
mics; Arnold Alperstein. magna assistant.
Their duties will include cooperawith M UB
home, 1:30
! laude in history:
Wendell
Wray, magna cum laude in psy- tion with the administration, mainchology;
and Robert Hobbs, magna tenance of order, and will become
■X May 18
effective next fall.
cum laude in speech.
The proctors include: Wilfred
^otalty campaign.
Cum Laude
Barbeau
and Dana Jones of West
Depart::., nt
Marriage
Graduating cum laude are Ste«*4 Little Theater. 3:30 p.m. phen Gilbert, in economics; Hulbert Parker Hall; Robert Cagenello and
Theodore Coshnear of East Parker
Beyer, in history; Robert Foster, in
■ Miy 19
Hall- Arthur Darken and Robert
history, Austin Jones, in history;
I gnh» campaign.
Davis John Bertram Hall; Leroy
and Chester Leone, in history;
*"n -Viriheastern.
at Laura Toomey, in mathematics, Faulkner and Nathaniel Boone,
"• 3:30 p.m.
Glenn Kumekawa. in sociology, Smith Hall South; 1*4 *""
and John Kleszy, Smith Hall Mid^ baseball „ Gould Acadand Sylvia Stuber, in sociology- ■
">■ J p.m.
dle- and Prescott Harris and Fred
Announcement was also made by
ttdl
Phillips of Smith Hall North.
y.May2o
Professor puimby. member of the
College Club Committee, of nine
College Club members, chosen as

Calendar

^Ahmuu Gym, 8.J0 pm.
NT, May 22

RoberTHobbsRece^s
First Senseney Award

Robert Hobbs received the first
of the William Senpresentation
B0wdoin
"ampionships
at
Award
Friday
seney
Memorial
of "The Imago1
night
between
acts
. * ' championships at Augusginary Invalid."
to ■» person
The award is g>ven
ts'** May ^4
ability in creative
of outstanding
work for further
* dttpel i:30 a.m.
and dramatic
It was originated by
graduate work,
the facuky. students
members of
memory of Wilton
apel
and alumni in
Senseney who• ** of **° '
I 7* «ay 19
summer .^
D'Alfonso
lyoralty Campaign.
K May 22
award.
Obert Jcones.
alumni secretary.
*«dnile,d
»y, May 24
chape 'ead by senior class.

Cha
iw'

Schedule

Rumford Concert

(

Stu-C Agenda

Confer*8

tonight

»t 6:30 in the

^ * Council-Proctor discuson m
eans to facilitate
forking of the two
**• *nd N.SA. trip.
Th

e 1950-1951 budget.

CA Meeting Features
Party For Dr. Painter
The last Christian Association
Cabinet meeting for this year was
the scene of a farewell party for
Dr. and Mrs. Painter.
Member* of last year's cabinet
together with the new cabinet and
advisors feted the Painters at a
surprise party in their home last
Wednesday evening. They received
a silver tray as a parting gift beside several joke presents.
Items of business discussed at
the last cabinet business meeeting
ncluded plans for O-At-Ka and refreshments at the IMUR party
next fall.

Proctors For
Men's Dorms
Are Appointed

R?Sr,ora,,y campaign-

1

oncert witn
„AoA.v
T
a concert
»*"■- ■***
.—
T.-padav
Orchestra on Tuesday
munity

It will be "Diamond Jim" Bill Ferguson in a turbulent and torrid
contest with Honest "Rod" Nicholson (alphabetical order) starting
tonight at 10 p.m. This year's mayoralty campaign, which will end
Saturday, will feature a contest between the "Roaring Twenties"
and the "Gay Nineties", according to campaign managers Ray
Driscoll and Bob Post.
-is a gem of a fellow," stated Ray
Bill Ferguson's party, composed Driscoll, his campaign manager.
oi the Joan Bertram. Parker, and "He (Ferguson) has returned to
Off-campus groups, will utilize the Bates in order to assure me that the
theme of the "Gay Nineties"; Rod girls will have a wonderful time;
Nicholson's backers will take up the this was his prime concern,," contheme of the "Roaring Twenties" tinued Ray.
with Smith and Sampsonville makThe "Gay Nineties" party, made
ing up the aggregation.
up of the John Bertram, Parker,
Starting with a radio program and Off-campus units, will support
tonight over WCOU at 10 p.m., "Diamond Jim" to the fullest dethe 1950 Mayoralty Campaign will gree, commented "Good Time"
commence. Following the program, Ray. "One of the main factors, on
two parades will be held at 10:30" our part, will be to see that there is
p.m., lasting until 11:00 p.m. To- a good time for all, especially for
morrow and Friday, the Bates the members of the weaker sex,"
campus will be one swept by ex- continued Driscoll.
"The costuming for this party
citement, great merriment, and
complete confusion, promised both will be a surprise to everyone, as
well as the program we have arcampaign managers.
ranged,", he added.
Both Parties Speak
Bost Post, pointing out the vir- Themes Offer Many Possibilities
The two themes being employed,
tues of the Tammany (Smith) Hall
WEDNESDAY
candidate Honest "Rod" Nicholson the "Gay Nineties" and the "RoarRadio Show, WCOU, Nicholson
stated: "Our man was unanimous- ing Twenties", include perhaps two
Radio Show, WCOU, Ferguson
ly chosen as candidate for the of the greatest and most picParade, both sides
•Roaring Twenties' party. He was turesque periods in American hissometime president of the Smith- tory. The themes are just as the
THURSDAY
Middle Musical and Cultural So- adjectives imply, "gay" and "roarRally, Library steps, Nicholson
ing" respectively.
ciety.
Party, Back of Parker, Ferguson
Both parties have the opportunity
"As far as our platform is conParty, Back of Smith, Nicholson
to present great programs; the
cerned," continued Post, "it will
material for variety and entertainFRIDAY
' revolve around the defending of ment is plentiful. Such colorful
women's rights against reactionary
characters as the Tammany boys,
Rally, Library steps, Nicholson
measures.''
the Great John L., and many
Rally, Library steps, Ferguson
"With the spirited men of Tam- others should provide the right
Rally, Back of Parker, Ferguson
Skits between innings of baseball game many behind me 100%, I intend to mood for the campaign.
defend the inviolable rights of
with Northeastern, Garcelon Field
Fireworks Start Tonight
Parade, both sides, streets in front of Bates women against reactionary
Tonight, after the radio program,
forces that seek to enslave them,"
women's dorms to cage
two parades will be held. Thursday
stated candidate Honest "Rod".
Rally, both sides, cage
and Friday will see the usual camCampaign manager Post said that paign excitement and confusion
Party, Back of Smith, Nicholson
the
"Roaring
Twenties"
party reign on the Bates campus, with
Party, Back of Parker, Ferguson
would present a mid-day show on both parties adding to the enjoyRadio show, WLAM
the steps of the library on Thurs- ment. On Saturday morning, the
SATURDAY
day as just one of the many excit- women of Bates will go to the polls
ing programs that would be pre- in order to cast their ballots for
Voting by women, Lobby, Alumni Gym
sented by the party in the course of their choice for mayor of the colthe campaign. He added that the lege. In the evening of the same
party would have organized cos- clay, a dance will be held in the
tuming.
gvmnssiuni, at which time the winner of the contest will be anDriscoll Talks On Ferguson
"'Diamond Jim' (Bill) Ferguson nounced.

Mayoralty Campaign Schedule

Ten Elected To Phi Beta, Fourteen On Honors List;
Other Awards Announced At Observance This Morning

^Sh**1™* meet at Bow-

By Dick Goldman

The seniors, in caps and gowns,
Ann Cheseboro of Providence,
will sing their class hymn written
R- I., has been appointed an inby Alida Wilson. The choir wih
structor in -the women's phyisical also present an anthem.
education
department.
President
Ait the close of the program the
Phillips announced last week. She traditional formation of the triangle
will resume her teaching duties in will take place. As the underclassmen sing "Auld Lang Syne," the
the fall.
seniors will lead out of the chapel
A graduate of Rhode Island
followed by each class in chronState College in 1946, Miss Chese- ological order. The classes will line
boro will receive her BS in educa- up along the walks from the chapel
tion from Tufts College in June to Hathorn, down to the corner,
after attending Bouve - Boston and back to the chapel. After singing "The Alma Mater," cacii underSchool of Physical Education for
class will give a cheer for the class
ALL SMILES, "Honest Rod" Nicholson and "Diamond Jim" Ferfour years.
of 1950.
guson shake hands before squaring off for tonight's opening tussle.
She has also been active in Girl
Following the chapel program,
Scout work and practice teach ins seniors are excused from classes
in Massachusetts schools.
for the rest of the morning.

-iccessful campaign manager will be announced during]
■ Dutch goy And Girl
H,oA«r» under the direc- Kacomber and Dana
np their sleeves
At to P« couple* a
'.,, Treat". Latest plans in' Dutch boy ami girl, direct
Li C Peaney'S" and placed in
the stage while the
! j,r. the Dutch windmill,
JLiiacd to tin lc it of the
jawpj ol streamers from
f --. wjl overhang myriads
^i, nd$s and spring flowers
Litodtn shots will he sprinkled
u^-Iv throughout the gym.
_, ai yellows may be found
It in keeping with the

Nicholson And Ferguson Are Named
Candidates In Annual Political Fiasco

12:45 P.M.- 1:15 P.M.
7:00 P.M.-11:00 P.M.

8:40
9:05
12:45
3:30

9:05 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
P.M.- 1:15 P.M.

A.M.A.M.P.M.

6:45 P.M.- 7:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.- 9:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.-11:00 P.M.
11:30 P.M.-12:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M.- 1:00 P.M.

JUNIORS GATHERED AROUND THEIR IVY

Bell Discusses Meaning Of Tradition
In Annual Junior Class Ivy Program
Dressed in caps and gowns, the'
junior class began the Ivy Day ceremonies Monday morning by marching down the chapel aisle to the
music of "Pomp and Circumstance".
Class Marshal Ralph Perry led the
procession.
Michael Stephanian, president of
Richard Breault
and
Beverly
the junior class, welcomed both stu- Bragdon were judged winners of
dents and guests to the seventy- the
Freshman
Extemporaneous
third annual Ivy exercises. He stat- Speaking Contest held last Monday
ed that this chapel program was to night in the Little Theater. Each
"honor the memory of the. senior was awarded $10 from the Hilton
MELISSA MEIGS reads Ivy Day Ode at ivy-planting ceremonies Monday.
class".
Fund. Breault had chosen as his
Bell Gives Oration
topic, "The Communist Threat,"
Master of Celemonies Karl" Koss while Beverly spoke on "Socialized
introduced Max Bell who gave the Medicine".
Breault, Alan Hakes, and Robert
Ivy Day oration. Bell said he felt
that we should rediscover the mean- Rubinstein were three male finalists
ing of fvy Day and know what we chosen from 11 who tried out in the
are doing and why we do it. He told, preliminaries
previously Monday
college. He received a promotion in
how the tradition began began and afternoon.
1946 that made him practically field
Beverly, Thelma Dowling, and
grew on the Bates campus.
head of Bates athletics. But still the
"Ivy symbolizes the social and in- Aphrodite Doukas were women
college could not be sure that he
tellectual growth of the class," Bell finalists from five preliminary conwas around here for keeps. At least
went on to say. Asking the question. testants.
it was good to see the yale-blue car
"What good does the Ivy tradition
Hakes spoke on 'The Future of
around the campus again.
do us?", he summed up his whole Television",
while
Rubenstein
speech in his answer, "Ivy Day af- chose "Should Gambling Be LegalBates Finally Breaks
fords opportunity to check our- ized?" as the subject for his
Bulldog's Grip
selves to make sure we've progress- speech. Thelma spoke on "Why It
The widely read scholar (he was
ed through the year."
Is Important to Fight for Men",
a member of the Yale Literary
Ruth Fehlau and Dana Williams while Aphrodite discussed the adClub) and gentleman farmer made
song "Passing By", a vocal duet by vantages of coeducational colleges.
many friends among the students
Purcell.
Each contestant was handed three
and faculty, but still he remained
slips of paper, with a different topic
somewhat apart from the rough
Toast To Coeds
and tumble of college activities.
Toast to the Coeds was given by on each sheet. The contestants were
Some came to suspect that when
Carleton Crook who stated that the to choose one subject, being allotted
he was not around the college, he
men really do appreciate the coeds, 30 minutes to prepare the speech
was off fishing or golfing, two of
and that it is the coeds that keep the before delivering it.
The contest was under the direcmen at Bates." Toast to the Men
his fondest hobbies.
was given by Rae Stillman who ex- tion of Mr. Stattel, assisted by LawDay after day, however, the
pounded on how "we would miss rence Cannon.
DUCKY AND HIS NEW RED WAGON
familiar blue car could be seen
the seniors but it's the men we hate
parked behind the gym and athletblue car was still around and was in its place was a shiny new station to lose".
ics at Bates progressed
NOTICE
Toast to the Faculty was presentThat he would stay became more frequently seen transporting the wagon. The blue was replaced by
Because of severe space limicertain when Ducky became mana- Asas, among whom were many red or, according to the athletic ed, by Herbert Bergdahl who felt
tations, it was not possible for
ger of the Auburn. Asas, a semi- Bates players, to and from games office, garnet. Bates colors has re- that a teacher, to be worthy of the
Then came that important day in placed those of Yale and fourteen profession, must be sympathetic, unthe STUDENT to print the
pro baseball team that during one
schedule of final exams. The
fabulous season beat even the not- May that finally proved Ducky years of service for the "Bulldog derstanding, and considerate of the
schedule is posted on the main
able Portland Pilots and generally would remain. One afternoon the had been superccded by ten for the students' ideas.
(Continued on page four)
bulletin board.
swept up the league. But the yale yale-blue convertible was gone and Bobcat. Ducky Pond is here to stay.

Circumstantial Evidence Found To Prove
Ducky Pond Has Decided To Stay At Bates
By Robert Purinton
A sigh of relief swept over the
campus a short while ago. The
Sic department finally^ receive
circumstantial evidence that
remain at
Pond had decided to
in a
Bates. This evidence <
round-about manner but it was
conclusive.
Ducky Here One Day
And Gone The Next
The whole thing started one day
ta September. 1941. when the na£JS «"°wn Yale coach received
his first appointment as a memher
c ,hr Bates faculty. He *-•<—
was to become recognized relics on
he
c That he would coach the

w^ely

,n

Rumford.
consist of
Half the program w.n
songs done * *\^Co-c*«- and UUCKJ
,,.,,„„« commandat the Pops and _ Spring fomedy HC
They will sing both ""*?£„& er in
absen* for over three
serve. He was
he returned, the
yearS

TInsure" Nava, Re-

wi» »"■»' *" °thWnui with
program. doing one
the Bates group.

10:00 P.M.-10:15 P.M.
10:15 P.M.-10:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.-11:00 P.M.

-. mZLJ* again attempted

Biagdon And
Breault Win In
Frosh^ Con test

I:

\&*u
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"Hedda's Hopper" Gathers,
On Rod Nicholson ExtravagQ.

Diamond Jim Returns To Make
Coeds Happier And Pers Later

Editorials
|
Toast To Ivy Day

mendous days; ser
By Luella Strunt*
By Casey
three o'clock. At the end of his colGood evening" ladies and gentle- Tammany Trumpet™-^
Diamond Jim's return to the col- lege career Diamond Jim was votmen all over America and all the Tympany and Marr-i/0"
The STUDENT hereby puts itself on record as being in favor of lege at this time of crisis in the ed the man who -had done most to
My Roaring T*mm^
ships at sea, let's go to press:
traditions — at least the Ivy Day tradition — at least as long as social life of Bates women is not create a more healthy atmosphere
My first exclusive report will entertain all the lovelv ',
Ivy Day observances continue to provide the pleasant surprise that unexpected.
for courtship at Bates.
shatter all those vicious rumors the Charleston with' tj*H
Monday's ceremony did.
Back in the nineties, when Jim Carries On His Traditions
which are circulating about Holly- great fetes in their honf^>
This is an editorial that we thought would never.be written. But was here studying how to be a man
Jim's career after college was no
wood.
EXCLUSIVE!
Margaret them how much thev
it seems necessary in this case to give definite editorial recognition of the world, he always had a less "spectacular. He shifted his
O'Brien
will
NOT
marry
Sidney Shower. And Bathtub^'
to the performance given by Carleton Crook and company the other sympathetic ear for the troubles of headquarters to New York City,
"Furthermore, I w-..
Greenstreet.
I
would
also
like
to
day in surroundings usually marked by the half-hearted intonation the pioneering women who were be- and there, after having earned
squelch another ugly rumor which showers are installed j„
of stuffy old Baptist hymns.
twelve million dollars selling steel
ginning to brighten Frye Street.
is going the rounds. Some people every building, so ,ha(
Traditions Can Be Fun
But Jim was more than a listen- railroad cars, he threw the gayest
seem to think that Jane Russell's may be used once more «J
Mike Stephanian, Karl Koss, Max Bell, Rae Stillman, Herb er — he was a doer. He took up parties this weary old world has
publicity agent has been circulating true Roaring Twcntit
Bergdahl, Jane Kendall, Lissa Meigs, and yes, you, Carleton have the cause and fought to free Bates seen.
false publicity! When queried, the Here at Tammanv Hc
It was not much later than the
proved once and for all that traditions can be fun — and different. women from the Victorian bondwhen we mention batr,5 3
lovely star said coldly, "Indeed!"
Ivy Day, it seems, is a splendid opportunity for some of the in- age which pretended to shelter them big-hearted guy had his romantic
still know ,heir
^
Film Biography
whirl. He presented Lillian Russell
dependent and rational thinkers (and there are a few of them from the harsh outside world.
But here is my flash of the week. can t tell you much ^
with a 'bicycle plated with gold and
Moating around the campus) to put into words the feelings they Proves Bates Men Gentlemen
EXCLUSIVE! Darryl F. Snook is for we're going to Ice
Honest Rod
Diamond Jim
Being a sophisticated man of ex- studded all over with hundreds of
have heretofore let smoulder within them. And it is an opportunity
planning to do a film biography of gest and best SUrPrises
for others to have a little fun at the expense of other members of perience, Jim felt in-suited at the diamonds, rubies, sapphires, and
the hero of the roaring twenties, girls "
the college community as well as certain serious classical (or should implied slur that he as well as all emeralds.
"Roarin'
Rod Nicholson." When I Active In Dramatics
we say romantic) writers.
other Bates men were harsh ruf- Emancipates Women World Over
I asked Rod abom ^
asked
him
why he was so excited
Still appalled by the subservient
But it is more than that. It is an opportunity to fulfill class ob- fians. Jim was a rugged athlete,
about this picture, Darryl said, career and some ot its
position of woman, Jim tried to
ligation in the standard and revered manner and at the same time yes. But he was no ruffian!
outsd
"Don't be a schlamiel, Louella, this achievements. When „
What pained his heart more deep- help the fairer sex in every way
.make what could conceivably be an indescribably gruesome bore
to
put
me
off.
from
is a picture about the roarin' twenmode'1
into a very fine time.
ly, though, was the sight of clois- possible, as his adventures took
ties
—
the
greatest
era
in
history."
posed.
Boss
Post
proved
rJ
tered Bates girls longingly peek- him all over the world. From the
Pagan Touch
luctant. Starting from ^
Next
they
will
go
to
Paris
for
I
was
intrigued
by
the
thought
of
By
Jean
Johnson
ing out of their dorm windows at cliffs of Dover to the heart of the
•Even the pagan touch of the ivy-planting ceremony itself can
Have you ever wondered what two weeks in this city and the a picture about the fabulous Nichol- town of Jamaica P|ain M I
night, watching Bates men stroll- African jungles, Jim spread happiI e construed as a breath of fresh air injected into all the solemnity
Its where he w* ^"f
Bates
students do .in the summer? southern pant of France around the son and deluged Darryl with quesing down Frye Street.
ness and joy among all.
and decorum usually associated with the wearing of academic
Well, this year anyone who hap- Alps. In Paris they plan to visit tions. "When will you start? Who early age, the gravel-voij
"Why,"
he
asked
himself,
"why
Decides
To
Return
To
Bates
legalia.
must these pretty coeds be kept
It was in Vienna, after the war, pens to 'be in Europe may run into many famous spots including Notre- will you star? Where will you cal veteran went on to br'd
Here's to Ivy Day! Let's hope future cynics will get as big a kick
from their boy friends after seven that the idea for "The Third Man" Bates students in a number of in- Dame, the Eiffel Tower, and the shoot?" Mr. Snook was pressed for scribe Rod> colorful caree, I
out of forthcoming Ivy Day ceremonies as some of this year's
o'clock at night? After all, Uncle came to Diamond Jim. Frankly ad- teresting places, visiting the wine Arc de Triomphe. There are sever- time, but I caught the tails of his now is in its sophomort '
cynics did out of this one.
Johnny Stanton says marriage is a mitting that he was no author, he cellars of France, observing the al lectures included with these cutaway, knocked him down, and Bates.
sat on him until he gave me the in
An English maior (he has|
good thing. But how can they get took the idea to Hollywood's bikini on the Riveria, or grinding visits.
away on cultural heritage in the Will Visit Relatives
side scoop.
to speak the language with
married if they can't mingle with scenario writers.
"Ginni" and "Perky" are going, Tremendous Activity At Tammany fluency while at Bates), he M
these eager chaps standing around
While in the film capital supervis- museums of Florence. Sounds inThis week we can apply in particular some of the remarks made here wasting their money on fiveto take a side trip to Geneva,
Darryl was so enthusiastic about been active in extracurricular,
ing technical details of "The Third teresting, doesn't it?
in the toast to the faculty.
Switzerland before they leave for Nicholson that I immediately called Last year, for example, as 1
cent cigars, instead of spending it Man", Jim heard reports that the Three European Tours
The faculty was divided into two groups: "teachers" and "ram- on women?"
This summer eight students and England where they stay two the famous young man long dis- Freshman he won the FrX
women at his old Alma Mater were
rods". Among other attributes, a good teacher was described as
London. tance at his Tammany Hall Head- Prize Speaking Contest.
three faculty members are sailing weeks, mostly around
Not one to stand around doing having social difficulties.
"someone who is sympathetic, who is understanding, someone who nothing, Jim called a meeting of all
The old problem of unhappy for Europe sometime in June and They will visit Stratford-on-Avon quarters in Lionstew, Maine. When appeared with the RobinsonI
makes a conscious effort to comprehend a student's problems," and Bates men. The crusade was on!
women began to worry Jim again. returning in September. An NSA while in England. At the end of the I had the Tammany Hall line, I ers. "Seven Chances" g»
also one who "takes part in the college community".
Word of it spread to all corners of After "The Third Man" was filmed, tri-nation study tour, the cultural tour they have two free weeks could hear a quartet singfng "Hap- pearance last year, and M
This week the college community will be engaged in a mayoralty the campus, and the next morning he decided to go back to Bates and heritage trip, and an independently which they plan to spend in Ireland py Days Are Here Again" with
week he turned in a splendjJ
campaign. As far as the students are concerned, it is an all-ont new hope flamed in the breasts of again throw his.not inconsiderable sponsored hostel trip are on the visit ii.c relatives.
what seemed to be a 40-piece band formance in "The ImaginJ
proposition.
Hosteling
valid".
eager Bates men and demure coeds. weight into the crusade for happier agenda for Bates members.
in the backgroundNaturally, the main reason we are in college is to learn things. Wins Per Concessions
NSA Tour
If anyone is going to be in New
When I was connected with Boss Rod Commends Men Of Taj
coeds.
Primarily, we learn things out of books. That's the system here.
"Ginni" Hastings and '"Perky" York on June 15, he might drop Post's private office, I learned he
By the end of his freshman year,
Interviewed at John Bertram
Boss Post, an obnoxiously |
Assignments must be given and completed. That's the only way we a year of bitter fighting for the Hall yesterady, Diamond Jim de- Perkins are taking the tri-nation down to one of the piers where he was then out greeting representacious individual, would han
can learn things, at least out of books.
tour
including
England, would find a group of Bates stu- tive groups of coeds, who had tinued further had I not intel
cause, Jim succeeded in securing clared that he had surveyed the study
But just until Saturday, we sincerely hope that every faculty an eight o'clock curfew for the wo- campus social situation and had France, and Holland sponsored by dents seeing off "Inky" Potter.
come to pledge their support. Fi- ed. "I owe it all to the inj
member will conform to the requests of the Extra-Curricular Ac- men. To celebrate the modest vic- concluded that much could be done NSA. They are sailing from Quebec "Cyn" Keating, and "Lyn" Carlson
nally I was connected with the Tammany training I have
tivity Committee made last fall and keep assignments to the neces- tory, Diamond Jim threw the first to increase the happiness of Bates on June 26 on the U. S. Volendam who are sailing on the Georgic.
famous Roaring Twenties politician, Honest Rod claimed. But R<x|l
sary minimum.
with 1800 other students, and they
These three students have organ- and was greatly impressed by the especial pride in his position!
of his fantastic parties, at the De- women.
We say this with all the respect due our elder and wiser in- Witt Hotel.
will arrive back in New York on ized an independent hostel tour of ring of sincerity in his voice, as he guiding light in the Culture
To Carhpaign For 2:00 a.m. Pers
structors and counselors, and with the realization that most of them
England, Scotland, France, and told me of his latest campaign.
In his sophomore year Jim batJim said he would campaign for September 15.
sades of his Tammanymen.
have already indicated their intention of making assignments as tered the permission time back to twelve
Switzerland. They land in Liver- Honest Rod Pledges
o'clock
permissions
on Highlights In Holland, Paris
Campaign Notes
reasonable as possible in view of the political activity which will nine o'clock, then to ten o'clock in weekdays, and two o'clock pers on
In Europe they land first in Hol- pool and there they will go to Return To Great Times
I asked him about his oppod
re foremost in the minds of everyone until the end of the week. his junior year, and finally, in his Saturday nights. "Most of all," land where they will spend two Edinborough,
Oxford,
Stratford,
"We are going to bring back the campaign. Rod graciously sais]
This is simply a reminder that one of the only all-campus activi- senior year, he scored an un- Diamond Jim said, "I want to re- weeks visiting Amsterdam, Fries- and London, spending a total of
great events, the fashionable ladies they would give their best
ties worthy of interfering with class assignments will be under way dreamed-of triumph by securing awaken the flames of passion in land, and Delft. Highlights of their thr«>e weeks in England.
and the straw-skimmered cane- ways. "My Tammany men I
tonight. For the next three day, please, please take it easy!
Holland visit include trips to mu- Riveria And Switzerland
for Bates women the present sys- men."
swinging gentlemen — all of the their deep-seated regard for fH
tem of late permissions.
Jim claims the enthusiastic sup- seums -with famous paintings of
In
France, after landing at fun, freedom and festive spirit of eds of this <;anipus will provid
Open Heights Of Mt. David
port of a newly aroused party of Rembrandt, van Goth, and Ver- Calais, they bike to Paris for three those golden years, the Roaring
rip-roaringest, humdingingest |
He was the inspiration of the Parker freshmen, JBites, and off- meer, the Alkmaar Cheese Market, or four days and then by train go Twenties — the greatest era in his- paign ever," he wound up.
the
Hague,
and
sailing
on
the
beaumovement which led to the opening campus men. and seems determined
to Marseille. From Avignon, they tory," he promised. "The fair woAnd your reporter is cond
lof the glorious heights of Mount to bring back the whole-hearted tiful Friesian Lakes.
(Continued on page four)
men of Bates College will be treat- that Honest Rod Xicholsonl
ed to three tumultous, terrific, tre- keep his word.
In the first place this letter is not ts little possibility things would get David to unchaperoned couples on Bates courtship that gave him fame
Sunday afternoon, between two and in the gay nineties.
written to attract attention for at- out of control even if the students
tention's sake or as an act of ju- desired it and I personally doubt
lawnjeraa to keep the pastel
venile rebellion. However I feel that that. Most of us have enough selfhosietry up . . . make a snappy
we have a problem at Bates that respect as well as enough respect
appearance . . . excuse,
we should recognize and give for others to refrain from making
It's a psychological reality that
please . . .
serious consideration too. I propose public fools and nuisances of our- once you've made an exit, . . .
that the administration should at selves. Furthermore many people things are not quite as good on a
The young, more athletically
least consider the possibility of per- would prefer to have a reasonably return engagement ... but then minded- gentlemen of this campus
mitting beer to be sold at various quiet place to dance and have a bee; one always feels an urge to see will be pleased to know that the
school functions along with the or two within their own circle- whether or not one has passed her flying buttress that spent a recent
usual refreshments according to the rather than patronize the dowi prime . . . anyway, the exercise is Saturday night propped against
CAMPUS AVE.
NEAR SABATTUS ST.
discretion of the various planning town lounges and cafes. Since mot,, good for the typewriter.
Rand Hall is now firmly attached
committees.
college functions arc private socia
to
Hedge
Lab
.
.
.
we
would
like
Prexy told us the other day
Would Add Something
affairs we would also avoid the ri
to take this opportunity to warn
that he was going to paint the
It would add something that is strictions and regulations tiiat ap
Al
Johnson that such action may
dining room yellow in Rand
lacking now, especially to the Chase p)v to public places.
result in the absconding of Hedge,
next year . . . which came as a
'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
Hall dances which are frequently Require Parental Approval
Elm Hotel - Auburn
fragrance and all . . .
horrible surprise to some peodull to say the least.
The college would perhaps be i
ple we know who were thinkWe got this straight from
COMPLETE DINNERS served daily including Sunday
I believe that most people at its rights to require that co-edV
ing of cutting Commencement
the horse's
mouth . . . Mr.
Bates are mature enough to decide have parental approval if they
to do exactly the same thing
Meals 75c, 95c up - Excellent Food - Courteous Service
Ward was reported to be a bit
whether they want to take a beer should desire to drink alcoholic bevwith a couple of jars of mustard
fearful about chaperoning a
or leave it alone. I might add mod- erages at college functions but if
as the catalyst . . .
local dorm's hayride . . . and
eration is the rule. This is a far this permission were forthcoming
LEWISTON
MAINE
If you don't wave your d\vn flag,
was seen going out the door
WHY NOT BRING BACK TO YOUR DORM SOME
healthier attitude than that which then the school should have no obwith an ice pick ... far be it
I
suppose
that
no
one
will
do
it
for
we often^ncounter here.
jections.
from us to make any accusayou . . . some
girls
in Wilson
of
The Majority Drinks
I ibelieve the suggested experi(Continued on page four)
House took it to heart and pajamas
We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students
The majority of people today do ment should prove that Bates men
flew at half-mast in front of
consume alcoholic beverages on oc- and women can handle alcohol
Norris-Hayden Laundry
casion and that includes Bates men without damaging their characters Hathorn last week . . .
PEACHY PARCELS OF POTEXT PASTRY
Miss Schaffer and her players
and women as ■well. We may all or the reputation of the college.
did
it
again
last
weekend
in
a
MODERN
DRY
CLEANERS
PIES PARTICULARLY PLEASING
just as well recognize that fact and
In conclusion I should like to
Telephone 4-5241
slightly terrific play production
learn to cultivate the proper atti- stress that this proposed innovation
POPOVER - PATRONS. NOW?
... we found several interestEfficient Work and
tudes toward it.
would not increase the amoun: of
ing comments to make . . . the
I suggest therefore that we use drinking, it would not force people
Reasonable Rates
10 PARK STREET - RIGHT OFF MAIN STREET
epilogue was the closest rendithe Chase Hall dances as an experi- to drink if they didn't want_to. It
tion of the snakepit since the
mental test. Once or twice a month would merely give to those of us
Cash or Charge Basis
girls' gym demonstration . . .
alcoholic beverages should be sold who prefer a beer to a soft drink a
best of all, though, was the disat Chase Hall dances. Since these chance to enjoy it at our own colAgents
WATCH REPAIRING
covery by more observant peoaffairs are chaperoned anyway there lege functions.
Ray Sennett
ple that early French men tendHugh Penny
George Dianard
50 Lisbon Street
ed toward feminity in their
Lewiston, Maine
dress ...even
to delicate
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In Your
Spare Time
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THEATRES
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STRAND
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Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith
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"Woman from Headquarters,"
Robert Rockwell, Barbara Fuller
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Friday, Saturday, May 19, 20
- with Roddy McDowell
"Mrs. Mike,"
Claudette Colbert Patrick Knowlea
Dick Powell, Evelyn Keyes
"Salt Lake Raiders,"
Rocky Lane FTV^n^ and Sat«"iay Only
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South Takes Title Maine Whips Bates 10-3 McAuliffe And Dow Mound Foes
jflaine Is 'Must' Game; With Nod Over JB For First Series Defeat
In Vital Contest At Orono Today

poUglas Tops Hitters

By Al Dunham
Another week of good weather,
with no postponements* in last
• This afternoon up at Orono, give the Garnet a greatly desired
Bates and Maine will battle for and badly needed victory.
,rucial contest in the 1950 edition of the State Series pennant week's games, just about wound up
possession of the top spot in the Dow Shaky Against Bates
^V^clH-'lu"^1 to te unfolded this afternoon up at Orono when the 1950 edition of the Intramural
Andy's pitching opponent will be
State Series race. The Cats at
baseballers encounter the University of Maine pas-h'1'!"11 pUy' A sin*le game last
ft**!,."
PC"*'
marke
present maintain a slim half game righthander Marty Dow who hurled
•P°cK> T,.;. is a •must" game for the Cats, for should jthey lose, the
T
<l
the
official
ending.
the.,,
edge over the Black Bears and this the entire route in the 10-3 triSoutherners Cop Trophy
KLy«a P°ssib,y h°pe f°r 'S a tie '" the Serks- A triumph'o
afternoon's contest is a vital one umph. The Cats solved Dow's dea victor
over
¥. wday •""'
y
, Bowdoin next week will bring the
South put on a late inning rally
This past week found both the for "Ducky" Pond and his crew. liveries with ten bingles, but left
^'"L, crown back to Garcelon after a three year absence. The Bob- in its game with J.B. last Friday
varsity and freshman track teams Maine On Hitting Spree
men stranded galore and it is hoped
'(° have vengeance in their eyes after Thursday's humiliating 10-3 to win its crucial game, 12-11, and
that such a repetition will not ocMaine
soundly
thrashed
the
Cats,
busy.
The
varsity
journeyed
to
Wa& k by Maine. Andy McAuliffe will toe the slab for Bates this after- walk off with the softball cham10-3, last week and the Garnet is cur today. Lowell Osgood, the
ucky
S pin, ng a
his ho >es
terville
Saturday
to
absorb
a
94pionship
laurels
on
the
basis
of
a
Fand "D
" '
"
"
'
°n Andy's sturdy left arm
determined that this fate shall not Maine basketball playmaker, will
< l!lUS far has limited opponents to a superb 2.39 earned runs per fine 6-1 record. The game was a
41 defeat at the hands of the
be duplicated. "Ducky" is leading lead off and play short. Joe Nicki„g
the
exhibition
tilt
with
Bowdoin,
this
reduces
to
sce-saw affair with first one team
Mules, while the frosh remained at with his best foot forward this af- less who banged out two hits
On""
dore rilltant earned run average of 2.20. Andy's mound foe to- on top and then the other. The
home to wallop Bridgton Academy. ternoon as he intends throwing his against the Cats, one a mighty
Marty Dow who pitched the entire distance as Maine J. Bites broke a 5-5 tie in the fifth
southpaw ace, Andy McAuliffe, triple, will be in left field. Captain
76-42.
Cats. The fact that Dow is far from invincible was proven inning with two more runs, but the
,ed tl"
with his varied assortment of George Gray, who was forced out
Westphal High Man For Bobcats curves, drops and fastballs at the of play last week by the recurrence
eek when Bates garnered ten hits off his offerings, the trouble victors came back in the top of the
f being that the Garnet simply collapsed in'the clutch. We predict seventh tvith a six run onslaught,
The varsity's defeat in which Maine hitters whose batting av- of an old knee injury, will guard
*"*. '"• r \ndy McAuliffe and the Bobcats.
featured
by
a four-bagger by
they were able to capture only erages have been prospering of the hot corner. Batting in the
'* It might be interesting to take a gander at the batting averages
"Lefty" Faulkner off J.B.'s Bob
three first places, was the first that late. "Ducky" is hoping against clean-up slot will be second baseSchmidt. The losers deadlocked the
-fan. by ,he way' include the Bowd°'n exhibition game. The team
Ralph
Clark.
Rightfielder
hope that Andy will cast his usual man
the thinclads have suffered against
Rame in the last of the seventh
** jhe span of nine games has compiled a weak team average
Lal.ONDE slams into third in a vain attempt to set up another Colby in 10 years. In all fairness spell over the Maine batters and Carlton Wight is at present on a
%46and averaged 5.4 runs per game. Fred Douglas is the leadagain, capitalizing on a number of
hitting spree. He slammed out three
run as the Bobcats are upset by Maine
though, it must be 'stated that Bates
walks off South's Hub Beyer and
1'swatter at an eye-opening .405 and his value as a clean-up hitter
hits against Bates and followed
was deprived of the services of its
reliefer Paul Walker. South tallied
readily discerned by noticing his 15 runs batted in, a margin of
with two more bingles against
stellar
three-event
man
Nate
again in the eighth and then held
L over his nearest competitor.
Bowdoin on Saturday. Merrill WilThe Black Bears of the Univer- and Fred Douglas' screaming line Boone. who was undergoing an opthe J. Bites scoreless in their half sity of Maine invaded Garcelon drive single accounted for a fourth
^ averages are as follows:
"
son behind the plate, Clyde Dougeration.
Dick
Westphal
was
the
big
Games
AB
R
H
RBI Average to eek out an exciting 12-11 win, Field last Thursday and set the inning run while Bob Carpenter's
lass in center and Jim Bradley at
flayer
As a result of the week's games,
gun for Bates, taking a first in the
9
and the league championship.
37
7
15
15
Bates varsity pastimers down to one base blow and George Brinker- discus and a second and third in the frosh baseball record now first round out the remainder of
.405
9
On
Monday,
May ' 8th, J.B. their first State Series defeat by a hoff's double to left netted the final
32
8
the Maine line-up.
11
0
.344
the hammer and javelin respective- stands at three wins, three losses
downed Parker 13-7 on No. 1, Bard- score of 10-3. Righthander Marty Garnet tally in the ninth.
3
3
0
1
0
.333
i^Londe
ly. Other firsts were recorded by and one tie. The yearlings dropped
well squeeked by Middle. 7-6, and Dow of Maine scattered ten Garnet
9
29
5
9
6
.310
Wettlauier
Norm Hammer was the only Gene Harley in the mile with a contests to Cony High and Higgins
the
Townies
dropped
Sampsonville.
9
31
8
8
hits__effectively, and after being in
4
.258
Garnet batter able to solve Dow's time of 4:54, and Ralph Mills, run- by scores of 11-10 and 6-4 and deadPerry
12-5. On Tuesday evening the jams in each of the first four inn2
4
4
1
0
.250
I Carpenter
offerings for more than one hit, ning his first race of the spring in locked with South Po.iland in ten
I. Bites lost their first game of the ings, settled down to pitch steady
9
31
6
7
5
.226
[ Bnokerhoti
coming up with two singles and a the 220. 'Dick Bellows and Cy innings, 2-2. on Monday last.
campaign to the Bachelors. 6-2. ball over the last five stanzas.
5
9
1
2
0
.222
At Augusta on Thursday night
double in five trips. The results of Nearis were the other point getters,
McCarthy
South took the measure of North, Brinkerhoff Hit Hard
9
37
4
7
5
,189
the combined efforts of Bill Kerr,
this game coupled with Maine's each grabbing off two seconds.
By Ray Zelch
Hamel
12-8, and Middle defeated Parker,
8
16
2
3
2
.188
Lefthander George Brinkerhoff 8-3 conquest of Bowdoin on SaturPete Whitaker, Scott Guerney. and
R«ord
In recent tennis matches played9-5. on No 3.
9
22
3
4
5
was Coach "Ducky" Pond's start- day gave the Cats a half game lead Frosh Remain Undefeated
.182
Nestor D'Angelo could not stop
"icAuliffe
by the varsity and freshman squads,
J.B. won a close one from Samp- ing choice, but "Brink" didn't
For
the
frosh,
there
was
a
much
9
26
2
4
4
.154
the
opposition,
as
a
combination
of
in the State Series.
Porter
sonville,
13-12,
on
Wednesday seem to have all his stuff and with
brighter picture. The yearlings sloopy fielding and erratic hitting the Garnet managed to gain an even
Short Shots . . . Either the Tufts golf team is subsidized or else
night, while Middle handed the some loose support from his infield,
copped nine out of 14 first places. produced a weird game in which split. Out of the four matches
■ ^ financially well off. That certainly appears to be the case whan
Southerners
their
only
set-back.
Goldsmith and John Lawson were the Bobkit.ens dissipated an 8-2 P^yed, each team earned a wui
yielded three runs in the first and
considering the case of the two Tufts golfers heaving two putters
apiece while losing one each.
9-1. and Bardwell dumped North two in the third. A line drive off
the standouts. Goldsmith took firsts lead.
or the equivalent of $20 into the river during their match with Bates.
6-1. Sampsonville lost another one his pitching hand forced "Brink"
in the mile and halfmile runs, setPoor fielding and hitting spelled • The freshman defeated Deering
run game to Middle on Thursday to relinquish the hurling chores to
ting a new freshman record for the defeat once again at Garcelon Field High 6-3, but lost an 8-1 decision
eve, 12-11, Parker took a 17-12 high- Larry Quimby in the fourth and
mile with a time of 4:37, bettering on Saturday. In a hectic first inning, to the Bowdoin Jayvees. Al Godscoring game from North, and Larry spaced five hits and surthe former mark by four seconds the frosh made three errors as Hig- dard was the only winner for the
South got by Off Campus, 4-3.
This clocking is even more impres- gins pushed across five runs. Richie Kittens in the latter match. The
rendered one unearned run in the
Off
Campus
took
the
measure
of
sive when you consider Goldsmith Raia pitched a good game and varsity succumbed to the Tufts netfour
and
one-third
innings
he
(Just over on Main St.)
PaYker. 9-5, on Friday night, while worked. Larry LaLonde entered the
competed in and captured the 880. would have won it except for the men, 6-3. but came back strong
.awson took a first in the broad errors. D'Angelo afield and Harkins Monday to nip Colby. 5-4. In one
Sanr.v-onville finally hit the win scene in the ninth and gave up the
jump and 220. and was barely nosed at bat were standouts for the of the best sets of the day, Mort
column with a 13-4 victory over ast four Maine runs.
WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE
out in the 100 yard dash. Bob Ab- Hatclunen.
North,
and
the
championship- Ten Men Stranded In First
Berkowitz bested Kuehundorf of
bott gained a first and second in
deciding win of South over J.B. Four Innings
The game on Monday against Colby. 5-7, 7-5, 6-3. After losing his
the 440 and 880 respectively and South Portland on Garcelon Field first set, 1-6, to Lowrey, Bob La12-11. in extra innings. Off Campus
Bates scored single runs in the
Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have
Bob Goldberg did likewise in the saw excellent baseball played by Pointe came back to win, 6-1, 6-2.
and Bardwell tangled this pas' second, fourth, and ninth, but
shot and discus.
Monday to finish of the current stranded no less than ten men over
both teams. D'Angelo started on the Al Rubin won the other singles
Come In And Try Some
the first four cantos. In the second
play.
Both the frosh and varsity have mound, but was relieved by Richie match by beating Crawford, 6-3,
a walk to Hod Record and one
only one meet to go. The frosh Raia when he pulled a muscle in 6-1 in straight sets.
baggers by Perry and Hammer
Berkowitz then teamed up with
battle Edward Little High, May Tlis shoulder. When Raia gashed
loaded the sacks whereupon Andy
16, hoping to complete an unde- his hand sliding into second. Jim LaPointe to cap one of the doubles
McAuliffe hlooped a single down
feated season, while the varsity will Moodv, unking his first appearance matches, 7-5, 6-4, and Rubin and
the left field line to plate Record.
participate in the New F.nglands at as a pitcher, replaced him and Cus'nman finished up by capturing
John Wettlaufer
Hammer's double to right center
hurled creditably!*
their match, 8-6, 6-3. As both
Bowdoin, May 20.
squads
seemed
to
be
evenly
matched, the competition was sharp
and tight.

Trackmen Lose
To Colby, 94-91

y

Frosh Lose To Cony,
Higgins; Tie So. Port.

Tennis Squads
Divide Evenly

The Colonial Lunch

STARTS THURSDAY

PALAY nOOIA

9 BIG DAYS

STECKINOTHOTEL

May Economy Festival

^FLOWERS

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in

SAVE ON ALL YOUR
SPRING NEEDS!

By Wire

ITALIAN - AMERICAN
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

FOOD

STEAKS

-

CHOPS

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

PIZZA PIES

195 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4151
EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'

will you save going
Summer Days Call for
MILAN

STRAWS

by

MODERN

home by Greyhound?

RESTAURANT

GARAY

$3 plus tax
From the deft hands of Chinese
master weavers come the rich
straws Garay has dyed so gaily —
in country and city styles, both
shoulder

and

top

handle

Check these Greyhound Fares
. ..then COMPARE!

Only one model pictured.

IMCORPOMATCD

BOSTON

$3.15
COLLEGE SERVICE

Colors include: Natural, toast, navy,
pink, turf, red, sand, blue, yellow,

WORCESTER

4.10

SPRINGFIELD

5.10

Agent

black, green.

HARTFORD

5.75

NEW HAVEN

6.20

DOROTHY FRYER
Hacker House
Call and Delivery Service

NEW YORK

7.30

Phone 4-7326

PECK'S STREET FLOOR

WASHINGTON

11.80

Plus U.S. Tax
OUTFITTERS

>^T

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS

styles.

TO

COLLEGE

Courtesy

Quality

Service

MEN
You've Tried the Rest,
Our Sincere Thanks

White Formal Jackets

For Your Patronage
On

and

*>'» THROAT SPIC.AL.STS MNV ON 30-DAY TEST OF CAMEL SMOKERS...

Nrtone single case of Aroat irritation
due h smoking CAMEIS

Our

Specials.

Vacation

Now

Try

Best!

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich

And Hope
268 Main St.

Formal Trousers
FOR RENTAL

the

Tel. 2-9145

to Serve You Again
Next Year.

GREYHOUND
TERMINAL

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

ESPECIALLY GOOD MODELS AND FABRICS
BIOLOGICALS

ft* 1 *,«70 ~*»~ZKS- Com... - on- on*
dreds of mon and women wno
C«moU-««r30«on-«utiv.day..

"^-^r00-

Make your own 30-Day
Camel MILDNESS Test in your
T-Zone* (T for Throat...T for Taste).

4 Registered Pharmacists

A. H. BENOIT & CQ.
™,
A AW
LISBON and ASH

LEWISTON

GRIYHOUND

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031
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Frosh Week Group
Makes Plans For Fall
Plans for freshman orientation
week are now being formed by the
Freshman Week Committee. The
main events of the week will be the
Outing Club trip to Thorncrag, the
W.A.A. party for girls, the CA.'s
Stanton Ride and IMUR party,
and the Stu-G will be in charge of
At the final meeting of Hiltel on
the freshman reception.
■Sunday evening, supper was served
The-committee also talked of im- and elections of officers was held.
plimenting the program by setting Zalman Kekst is president, Joel
is
vice-president,
Nancy
up a system for aiding the fresh- Price
men in becoming adjusted to the Braverman is secretary, and Robert
new environment. It was also sug- Goldberg is treasurer.
Savy Levi, a pre-med student a
gested that "big sisters" and "big
brothers" help teach the freshmen Colby College, was the guest speaker. Levi was born in Iran, raised in
how to study.
Tel Aviv, fought for the Haganah,
Mr. Lindholm, the chairman, will
was captured by the Egyptians, and
be assisted by Dr. Willis, Mr.
has been in the United States for
Friend, Martha Rayder, Margaret
just a few months. He spoke about
Moulton, Barbara Chandler, Robthe situation in Palestine as it wa.
ert Cagenello, Richard Westphal
when he fought in the army, and he
and William Norris.
told the group his impressions of
the United States and the Jewish
people of his own age.

Hillel Chooses
Kekst As Head
At Last Meeting

Pete's Perusals

(Continued from page two)
tions, but do you suppose there
is a connection between that
and the fact that a punctured
tire necessitated the dividing up
of the party between the Hunt
Room and Mount David . . .

It was decided at the meeting that
ex-president Donald Peck would remain on the C.A. Nature Study
Committee next year.

Coed Dining And Coffee
End Week's Activities
The Student Government Board
held its final meeting of the year
last Wednesday in the Women's
Union at 7 p.m.
Pat Dunn and Mary Berryment
reported that plans_ for co-ed dining this Sunday are completed
Providing the finishing touch to a
busy Ivy weekend, the co-ed dinner
will be the last such affair of the
year. Sunday afternoon a co-ed
coffee will be held at the Women's
Union from 1 to 3, followed by open
house until 5:30.
President Martha Rayder announced that all girls will meet this
coming Saturday in their new
houses for the purpose of choosing
rooms.
Martha also reminded the girls of
the hours for Mayoralty. A standing permission of 10 minutes is allowed following the parade on
Wednesday. All girls have 11 p.m.
pers Thursday and Friday.
With the exception of those having received permission to remain
on campus from Mrs. Bisbee, all
girls are expected to be out of the
houses within 24 hours after their
last exam.

vised version of Edgar Allen Poe's
well-known poem, "The Raven".
Melissa Meigs closed the program
by reading her Ivy Day Ode. The
(Continued from page one)
class marched out to the recessional
Toast To Seniors
Last week some people got the
In her Toast to the Seniors, Jane play by Virginia McKeen. The trajump on the John Grady memorial
Kendall told them they were the ditional ivy was then planted by
smoker and went grassing on Pole
"niftiest senior class ever" in a re- Stephanian at Coram Library.
Hill and other noteworthy points cf
interest . . . style note: cool green
will definitely be predominant this
season . . .

Ivy Day

In Jordan Ramsdell last
week. Milt Henderson gave a
stimulating lecture on "The effect of Milk of Magnesia in the
Field of Physics" . . . reminds
us of the comment that only the
utmost cc-iservctism prevented
us from writing down to the
first question in the Cultch
final ... but then . . . everything came out all right in the
end . . .

Sociology Lecture
Dr. Lester Dearborn, Director of
the Marriage Counseling Agency of
Boston will speak to Bates students
and faculty on Thursday, May 18. at
3:30 p.m. in the Little Theater. He
is sponsored by the sociology department but this will be a lecture
cpen to all those interested.
Dr. Dearborn will speak about
various marriage problems and the
solutions he has found. ~Xl\~ sociology department has arranged with
the two Mayoralty campaign managers, in order that this meeting
will not conflict with either of the
campaigns.

Honors Day
(Continued from page one)
•by announced. They are Chester
Leone. Max Bell, William Dill,
Richard Xair, and Rae Stilhnan.
Charles Radcliffe had previously
been elected from the present student body, and announcement was
also made by Prof. Quimby that
Samuel Gould, '30, of the Boston
University staff, has been elected
from former classes this year.

The selections included one of the
French suites, played by Sylvia
Bernard, pianist, and flute sonata
olaved by Mary Newton. Mr. Norn
ton pre>ented several organ selec- Seven student*
tions including the "Fugue in F. will also be incl
Minor-", the -Toccata in D Mmor
™« group will
and an organ prelude. The choir and
id cms..
did not perform as previously an-

W o;-, \TlS

Boston Tea Store
249 Main St.

Lewiston
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spend about
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the enre where
this will be study
Dick cultural 401 Th ;
regular lector
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and tours of
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cake,
and
marshmallows,
were and cathedra'. ;n -,./ -*J
served throughout the evening. weekends the
Dana Jones and F'rescott Harris to take tide tr
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Come nexl
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ment.
This
program
concluded
series of chapel recitals for
vear.

One Stop

Friday Chapel

COMPLETE

"BACHELOR
SERVICE. • . to . . .

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

What's the Odds:

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

we can do that laundry,
giving same day service;

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
162 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine

Opp Post Office - Tel 2-6645

shirts 3 day service?

54 Ash Street
1 - 8 lbs. at 60c

Tel. 2-6422

8-plus lbs. at $1.00

GORDON'S RESTAURANT
DROP IN ANYTIME
FOR THE BEST FOR
YOUR MONEY
HOME
187 Main St.

OF

HOT

P AST ROMI

At The Corner Of Park St.

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St.
Lewiston
Phone 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau
Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

In New Orleans, Louisiana, a favorite gathering spot of students at
Tulane University is the Student

Mr. Stattel left his low-slung
black job out in the sun too long
and it faded to a delicious shade oi
cinnamon . . .
S. Ben Reale

JACK & JILL LAUNDERETTE
(Corner Sabattus and College)
TELEPHONE
BRA BAR . . .
MEZZANINE FLOOR

IVY HOP
SPECIAL

4-79 12

WARDS!
)VARD BROS

At the University of Texas and Colleges

Center because it's a cheerful place
—full of friendly collegiate atmosphere. And when the gang gathers

and Universities throughout the country

around, ice-cold Coca-Cola gets the

Foidham University
SCHOOL OF LAW

call. For here, as in university
haunts everywhere—Coke belongs.

NEW YORK

•

CHESTERFIELD is the largest-selling cigarette.

Ask for it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

CO-EDUCATIONAL

SOTTUD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

The COCA-COLA Bottling Plants, Inc., Lewiston
© 1950. Th« Coca-Cola Company

SPALDING

CLASSES BEGIN Sept. 25th, 1950
For further information address
REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y

EVENING SNACK

and his accordian.

■

IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED

infirmary was
a visit from
the other day
. .

For That . . .

'"
cause of the nature of the specimens and the necessity of timing
the trip to the lowest possible tide,
it is impossible to collect them at
an earlier or a later time in- the
spring.

Fountain Specials...

Irene MacKenzie played the title
role in "Women in Straitjackets"
. . . and had to be rescued from a
local tree by our famed tennis
coach on the way to an honors
exam . . .

Member of
Assn. of American Law Schools
Matriculants must be College graduates and present full transcript of
College record.

The second coed smoker in
Bates history featured a program
Doctor Sawyer has assured the
of dancing, entertainment, and reStudent Council that the Biology
freshments. James Anderson, masfield trip this Friday is entirely volter of ceremonies, first introduced
untary.
Nothing will be
held
against advanced biology students Michael Hennessey, who played
who prefer to remain at the college two selections on his harmonica.
for the Mayoralty Campaign, he Richard Holbrook sang "The Holy
City." with Fort Manno accomsaid.
panying him on the piano. Hojr
The purpose of the trip is to brook then sang "It Isn't Fair,"
gather specimens from the ocean [^^r^ '^~Richard Coughlin

Fred Momenthy played "Ain't
Misl.ehavin" and "Darkfown Strutter's Ball" on the trumpet. Following this, there was a community
sing, which included' "The Bates
Smoker," "I Want a Girl," "When
A speech by the director of the
You Wore a Tulip," "Darktown
Marriage Counseling Agency of
Strutter's Ball." and the "Alma
Boston was scheduled by the Sociology Department for tomorrow Mater.
afternoon at 3:30, President WilRefreshments, consisting of cokes,
liam Xorris explained, because the
speaker, an outstanding leader in
Jean Graham, a rising young pihis field, could not be secured at
anist who has played in New
May We Serve You
any other time.
York's 'Town Hall Concert" and
As
We Have Your Folks
The appearance of the authority.
has been favorably reviewed in the
New York Times, presented a Dr. Lester Dearborn, is primarily
And Your Folks' Folks
piano recital in the Bates chapel for the benefit of the sociology
with BETTER FOOD
Friday. She came here under the marriage classes, but the speech in
Since 1875
sponsorship of Freeman Hincfcley, the Little Theater may be heard
by anv interested students.
a former trustee of Bates.

The Milkman Cometn to
Hathorn Hall and Depositeth
His Cans . . .

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

Air Mayoralty Conflicts;
Bio Trip Is Voluntary

On Sunday. May 14, at 4 p.m.. the
last of the Sunday chapel recitals
_ Due to rain, last Saturday nighfs was presented. The program concoed smoker. «£-?„*£*£ sisted entirely of Bach music com,o be held on Mount Dav.d, v.a, memorating the 200th anniversary
of the composer's death.
held in Chase Hall.

irope
(Continued froni paff.
travel to Geneva OneT S
their stay in Swit2er|5
trip around I.ar
'-en,,.
Switzerland they „,. "^
l0
pool where they -a ; .arriving September i^'^Vj
Cultural Trip
Also sailing on the r
15, are the member, .J*?*
trip, Dr. and \<,"*W
WilU.s. Mr. Aiker, •- ^ j

Convenient To The Campus

The end is in view now ... seniors got their caps and gowns.
. . . which looked quite smashing
on the juniors Ia>t Monday . . .
we also wish to express a hope that
Ivy of the junior class may be more
sprightly than that which preceeded
it . . .

The women's
honored by
Dr. John Willis
. . . hmmmmm .

Rain Transfers Second Coed Smoker
nr ifenrina. Entertainment

Bach Program Closes
Sunday Concert Series

0

ZACHARY SCOTT
Famous University of Texas
Alumnus, says:
"I have always smoked
Chesterfields and I
know that you'll like
them, too."
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Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes from Campus

SPECTATOR

STARRING IN

THAT K

ACCEPTED AMD

"GUILTY BYSTANDER"

OBSERVED
THR006KOUT
THt WORLD

A LAUREL FILMS, INC.
EDMUND L. DORFMAN PROD.
RELEASED BY FILM CLASSICS, INC

95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 2-5612

Specially for junior figures.-

Exciting New^SkippieS

^ 7-HE TWINS OF
CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS
Tel. 2-7351
79 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

PLAZA GRILL
AT THE SIGN OF
THE LOBSTER

6TAKD UP TO UCL.TA
STANDARDS EVEN AFTER
TESTS TOUGHER.
THAN ACTUAL
PLAY/

SPALDING
CHAMPIONSHIP
[.AMMALA*.-WOOL COVl«

•VHlGHTiDITSON,

T%0NLY OFFICIAL
BAU.or-mtTj.s.L..,rA.
CKAMPrONSKlPS
SINCE 1097OFFICIAL .TOO. IN
EVERY U.S.DAJA6
CUP MATCH/

THE SILOING A*>

for

THE SPALD1N»J-MAPE

FINE FOOD
177 Main St.

Strapless Bra

Lewiston

SPALVIN&
@ sers TNS PACE M SPOUTS

WRIGHTxDITSON
TOP THE FIELD IN

Now, just for you slimsters of all ages, Formfit presents a ft
junior version of its famous Nite-Life Bra. Without straps-*
out wires, this new'-Skippies"Bra lifts, molds, and firmly ho
that high, separated line you need for the new strapl<*»
plunging neckline fashions, and under sheer blouses. ^P*
elastic control assures a *»°°*
^.comfortable fit. White ny'^
cure.
front, sheer elastic back-1
letourexpertfittersservey •

OFFICIAL AOOPTlovte
*OR. MAJOR
TOUt2NA.AUC.NT6/

Sizes 32 to 36
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Of Course You May Use Your Bates Charge AccouAt

